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Thursday, April 20, 1972

Senate OK•s Record $248,000 Budget
The ASUNM Senate Wednesday
night passed a recor,d $248,000
budget and did it in record time.
The budget, which shows an
increase of $6000 over this year,
now goes before the student body

next Wednesday for approval or
rejection.
With virtually no debate on
most items the Senate took just
under two hours to approve the
budget, In past years Senate had

More Locks, Defense Film
Dorm Protection Plans
Loc'ks on all front doors, a film on self-defense and the
expulsion of all unescorted persons are among the ways
Karen Glaser, dean of students, is trying to curtail rapes and
assaults in the dorms.
Glaser said she put these protective practices h1to effect at
the requests of the governments of Santa Ana and Santa
Clara Halls. These are the only all female dorms on campus.
She said she had first heard of a situation requiring action
about March 27. "I was aware of a number of incidents off
campus. I really became concerned then," she said.
At that time, the Dean decided to reissue memos that had
originally been released in November. The memos urged
persons being attacked to scream and make as much noise as
possible.
At about this same time, Glaser got a descri;Rtion of one
rapist as a tall blond who dressed in cowboy clothes. "I am
sure he is not the only person involved because the
off-campus assault victims gave a different description,"
Glaser said.
There have been no incidents since before spring vacation,
she continued, althoJ,~gh one female student complained that
a man "touched her" in the lobby.
Santa Ana Hall's outside doors are being kept locked all
day and dorm staff members are now locking dorm doors so
security aides will have more time to patrol, Glaser said.
"We're certainly anxious to support any ideas the students
ma:Y''l'Ui{f~~"· slieC:onciUCiea~c-c--
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sometimes met through the night
before arriving at a document to
be presented to the student body
for a vote.
This year, however, the only
real debate came over attempts to
delete the Chaparrals and the
NROTC Roadrunner precision
drill team from the budget. Both
attempts failed on voice votes.
Sen. Jon Smith also attempted
to add $905 for IFC but that
attempt failed on a vote of 7~9.
However, the Senate then turned
around minutes later and granted
IFC $755 in a separate bill.

'

I. General government expenses,
$22,018

Forum Attracts Candidates
The major New Mexico
U.S. Senatorial candidates
will- discuss environmental
problems at a public
forum as Earth Week
moves into its fourth day.
Both Republican and
Democrat contenders for
the Senate seat of Clinton
P. Anderson will
participate in the forum
Thursday from 7:30 to
9:30 p.m. in the Kiva.
Each candidate will be
given 5-7 minutes to
discuss his position on
enviornmental concerns.
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Both the motion to delete the
Chaparrals and the one to drop
NROTC were made by Sen, 'James
Chavez who said neither group is
representative of the University
community.
Other senators countered,
however, that both groups do in
fact represent a portion of the
University and should, therefore
·
be funded.
The proposed 197 2-7 3 ASUNM
budget is as follows:

The forum will be
followed by a question
and answer session from
the audience. Robert
Feinbaum, a sociology
professor at UNM, will
serve as moderator for the
program.
Candidates participating
or sending representatives
include Republicans David
Cargo, E. Lee Francis, Pete
Dominici, and Democrats
John Meier, Jesse
Kornegay, David Norvell,Jack Daniels and Clarence
Gailard.

------

II. Executive agencies:
Consumer Affairs, $2513
Elections Comtr1ission, $1000
Public Relations, $1418
Statistics and Research, $4277
Student Activities Board, $3000
Lobby,$3599
III. Community Affairs, $225
IV, Special ASHNM Servicf's:
Agora, $4552
Duplicating Center, $1021
Child Care Cooperative, ·$5300
Clinical Law Program, $10,050
Cultural Program Committee,
$29,000
Crafts Area, $4 7 29
Draft and Military Information
Service, $2655
GASA Art GAllery, $1000
Poetry Series, $3000
Speakers Committee, $18,000
V. Scholarship and'Financial Aid,
$9121
VI. Communications: $82,547
Daily Lobo, $45,770 $41,470
Thunderbird, $4200
KUNM-FM, $36,777
VII. Education Programs, $5037
VIII. Student Activities: $34,07 4
Black Student Union, $1500
Uhuru Sasa Dance Troupe, $2321
Blue Key Honors Assembly, $100
Chaparrals, $2,213
Engineers Joint Council, $1102
Environmental Action Center,
$320
Intemational Relations, $9736
Intramural and Recreation Board,
$7500
Kiva Club, $4035
NROTC Roadrunners, $51:3
Spurs, $230
Student National Education
Assoc., $1845
Student Veterans Assoc., $702
Wnmen's CQordinating Center,
$1954

Craig Smith's Garage. Goes 'Underground'
By JOHN JEKABSON
Alternative Feature Service
The car repair ripoff is causing
more and more people to turn to
underground garages. Despite
little intentional publicity,
alternative mechanics are finding
they have more business than they
can handle.
Craig Smith's Dynometrics on
Kain Street in Berkeley is a fairly
typical one•man garage. With no
experience in car repairs, Craig
studied auto manuals on his own
before he started his garage six
months ago.
At first he worked on his own
and friends' ca,:s; he now has $500
worth of tools and a full load of
customers. Craig does everything
from tune-ups to engine
overhauls, and charges $6 to $8 an·
hour with no mark-up on parts.
All work is guaranteed.
By contrast, most straight auto
repair shops charge $14 per hour
for general repair work, $17 for
some jobs, and the standard rate
for repairing sports cars is $22 an
hour. Add the mark·up on parts,
and you've got an outrageous
bill-even for a minor repair.
Meticulous Work
''Most people .can learn. to be
·mechanics," Craig says. fl AU it
takes is an ability for meticulous
work and long periods of
concentration. I enjoy it. To me it
doesn't seem like work. I work for
myself and set my own hours."
Many of his customers have had
bad experiences with regular
garages. "I find that mechanics as
a whole are rude and standoffish.
They make you feel like a fool if
you ask the wrong question,"
Craig says. Like many
underground mechanics, Craig
tries not to mystify the customer
,-..i.th technieal expertise.
"It's amazing how many people
drive and don't know the first
thing about their car. They- just
know something is under the
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hood making it go.
This is especially true of
women," he comments. ''But I
prefer women as customers. They
are more eager to learn. Men feel
that part of their image should be
that they know something about
cars, so they are apt to pretend
they understand the problem
when in reality they don't."
Just VW;s
Not all underground mechanics
work at it full-time like Craig.
Many don't have the tools to do
major jobs, and others just do
VW's.
George, who works behind his
house in the flats of Berkeley,

charges one to four dollars an
hour, "according to what they can
afford." He got into auto repairs
when he came to California a11d
found there were no other jobs
around.
"A lot of people want to know
their mechanic on a personal level,
like in the old days at their
neighborhood garage," he says.
••Now most garages are
impersonal. They have dozens of
workers and you don't know who
did the job on your car. Yet, it's
funny 1 people feel that if they pay
higher rates they get a better job.
Hell, I know guys who have had
$800 worth of work done and

b~
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their car comes out all screwed up
worse than before."
Movement Motors
The oldest alternative garage in
Berkeley is Movement Motors,
deep in the factory district at
1000 Murry Street. For the last
three years it has occupied a
building emblazened "Hygenic
Dog Food Company" and its $10
an hour rate is still the lowest in
the area for an organized shop.
The garage is organized as a co-op,
with its hali·dozen workers
deciding what to do with Lhe
money that comes in. Rig~t now,
most of it goes into new
equipment.

Movement Motors does all
major repairs, and soon will be
licensed to install smog-control
devices. At first the shop was
hassled by city authorities, who
wanted the ' 1hippie garage" to
shut down. More recently,
however, the police have been
recommending Movement Motors
as a "good, cheap garage."
Clru;:;cs
Auto mechanics classes entirely
by and for women are conducted
at Breakaway, in San Francisco.
The two instructors were both
students in last year's classes.
"I was poor and needed to fix
my own car. That's why I first
went to the class/' says Pilar, one
of the teachers. "It is incredible to
know you can actually fix your
car. It has a big psychological lift
for a woman to do it herself.
There is nothing that says men are
inherently better at car repairs.
"Before I started l thought a
car was an incredibly complex
machine, and I thcught I wouldn't
be strong enough. Auto mechanics
was something we wer~ never
allowed to learn in school. I know
a lot of women would like it
better than being waitresses or
secretaries. At least you can set
your own times and hours."
Some women only come a few
times so they won't fall prey to
slick-talking mechanics, but others
are trying to earn their livings as
mechanics themsehtes.
It isn't easy to get jobs,
however. ctNovelty just isn't
enough," Pilar says. "I know of
one woman who was hired by a
service station, but she was
allowed only to wipe the
windshields. Straight m1tle
mechanics get super uptight and
threaten to quit if a woman is
hired. Even those who accept the
idea give off a condescending air
of 'isn't she cute." It's a drag
women have to go through that if
they want to become mechanics."

-----
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Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend

'??? . , • DON'T I VISIT RUSSIA AT THIS STAGE?'

Lobo Commentary

U.S. Violates Geneva Agreement
"advisers" began arrlVI1lg in the
By ART GOLDBERG
southern part of Vietnam, The
Alternative Features Service
Tll.e State Department has United States had, within six
called the current Vietnamese months, broken two points of the
offensive an "invasion" and an agreement.
DiemMoves
"act of aggression" against South ·
Using the American equipment,
Vietnam.
To those who do not know the Diem began moving against
background of the Vietnam war, former Vietnamese resistance
this view might seem to have some fighters, people who had fought
merit. But on close inspection, against tho F:cnch, and b~ff\rP
one can see that the United States that the Japanese, but had chosen
to live in the south. Many were
is the real invader in Vietnam.
killed and tortuJ:"ed, another
Geneva
Unfortunately for the State vtolation of the Geneva
Department, there exists Agreement.
something known as the Geneva
When U.S. Secretary of State
Agreement of 1954, which was John Foster Dulles created the
signed by seven nations, after Ho Southeast Asia Treaty
Chi Minh's Vietminh army Organization (SEATO), Diem's
defeated the French at government became a part of it.
Dienbienphu.
By early 1956, Diem was
The Geneva .Agreement clearly openly saying that there would be
states that all of Vi~tnam Is one no elections. The reason was
nation. Although a demarcation stated quite candidly by President
line Wall aet up between the Eisenhower who remarked that if
northern zone of Vietnam and the the elections were held, "Ho Chi
southel:'n zone, the Agreement Minh would get eighty per c:ent of
state11 that "the military the vote." The elections were
demarcation line is provisional never held.
In the late fifties, the National
and should not in any way be
interpreted as constituting a Liberation Front of South
political or territorial boundary." Vietnam was formed. By 1965, its
On either side of this armed forces were on the Vl!rge of
"temporary" demarcation line,
the Agreement provided for a
"demilitarized zone" five
kilometers (about three miles)
wide. Ho Chi Minh agreed to pull
his victorious troops north of this
temporary demilitarized zone,
until elections could be held in all Pipeline Route
of Vietnam. The elections were
1 am responding to the UPI
scheduled for July, 1956.
The Geneva Agreement was article in the April 11 Lobo,
signed by the l:>emocratlc concerning the Alaska Pipeline
Republic of (North) Vietnam, route. This article presumably
Laos, Cambodia, the USSR, reports on the enviornmental
France, the People's Republic of impact statements recently
China, Great Britain, and r!!leased by the Interior Dept.
something called the State of regarding various routes for
Vietnam, in which the French had transporting oil from Alaska to
set up a puppet government in the the "lower 48 statell." The article
concludes by stating that there
closing stages of the war,
$1!el'l1s to be no one route clearly
No Alliances
The under11tanding at Geneva superior to the oth!!rs studied, and
was that Vietnam waa to be that oil :;pi!!~ Yr.ll. be it'~vitable no
reunited, and become an ruatter which route is chos!!n.
These conclusions are those th!!
independent and neutral nation.
To this end, foreign troops, oil companies would like us to
equipment, and military bases believe, but they art! wrong. A
were expressly prohibited. recent bulletin put out by- the
Foreign n:.ttions were enjoined Wildernl!ss Society, a conservation
from l11terfering in the itJternal group whose ml!mbera with
political affaits of Vietnam, and difficulty procurl!d a copy of the
Vietnam was to form no military :report and read it, points out that
there is a clearly superior route-a
alliatlces with other nations.
or all the nations participating complet!!ly inla11d route, going
at Genllva, only the United States through Canada and using the
refused to sign the agreement, same corridor as a potential
because, as Ptl!sident Eisenhowl!r Canadian gas pipeline route~
The oil companies iavor
noted, "th!! Agreement contains
features which we do 110t another route, overland to Valdez,
at! Alaskan port, th!!n by ship
Ilk!! ... "
The United States soon set out down to Seattle and other U.S.
to subvert the Agreement, which port& on the West Coast. There are
had ended eight years of war, sevetal major advantages of the
With . the . help of CIA .. agents whoill' land route through Canada
Colonel Edward Landsdale, the over the Valdez route: this route
United States installed Ngo Dinh avoides major earthquake zones,
Oiem as head of the "State ot whereas the Valdez route runs
Vietnam," an <lntity that was to right through a high·risk region
be dillsolved with the 1956 both on land and water; by
avoiding a water route, the danger
elections.
Shottly afterwards, Arncric:1n of oil spills and resultant damage
military equipment, and to fish and other marine wildlife is
Page 2 -..:;:·----'----- ·-- -
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taking control of the entire
country. Between March and
August of 1965, the U.S. rushed
more than 100,000 troops into
Vietnam along with guns, planes,
and helicopters. It began building
hug!! military bases there.
Finally, in April 1972, almost;
sixte.en years aftl!r the
"provisional" demarcation line
was to disappear, the U.S, rutys
that soldiers from the north have
swept over it.
Invasion
Was that an invasion, or did the
invasion occur when the United
States interfered in Vietnam's
internal affairs in 1954 and set up
Diem, and then sent in military
equipment to back him up? Or
did it occur when the elections
were cancelled, and the
i..Jmarcation line became
permanent, although the Geneva
Agreement said this was not to
happen?
Possibly the realy invasion
occurred in 19a6 with the massive
buildup of U.S. troops, again in
violation of the Geneva
Agreements, or maybe it took
place when the United States
began its massive bombing
campaign.

lEx Cathedra
By lim

State of AmericanlndianArtSubject of Symposium

Hunter

This column was originally planned to be about the newly
elected ultra-leftist who has become editor of the Daily
Lobo, Aaron Howard. However, by next week- Daily Lobo
readers will know better what is going on in student
publications than what I say this. week. Besides, the student
"government elections are coming up and, as they say 1 what
could be more "relevant"?
Student elections are of two sorts: the bland and the
comic. Traditionally it doesn't matter which group of
''hopefuls" are elected, the average student loses any way
you look at it.
Looking at the candidates' positions which have appeared
in the Daily Lobo, we see that this election will be more
bland than sensational. Perhaps we are all just tired of
government, politicians, and the same old rot year after year.
As a matter of fact, even this column, with the standard note
of denunciation and despair sounds like the same old rot. Yet
Lhe issues, hiding out of sight in this election, are significant.
There are three coalitions f)eeldng election this year, beside
the usual group of "independents" (usually fratsority types).
We have the "Brotherhood Four" (which includes two
women) who appear to be running as the black student& slate;
the Chicano activists and TANSTAAFL. Of the three,
Brotherhood Four (whose name seems to smack a little of
male chauvinjsm) appears to be the most "conservative," in
the sense of status quo, The BF have an honest,
straight-forward program which indicates a desire to keep
things, more or less, as they are.
Their first priority is to increase security for female dorm
residents who now live in terror of a mad rapist. The other
things they advocate are standard fare; increased "student
voice," voluntary athletics, more student housing,
committees to investigate things, further action on the
parking situation. In other words, the BF program is very
moderate, centrist and non-radical.
Turning to the Chicano activists, there is nothing really
that you can p1,1t . your finger on. The activists,
fundamentally~ realize that they do not have tt :responsibility
to come up with anything since, basically, they are already
running the show. What the activists are seeking now is total
control of ASUNM, not merely the dominance of it. Thus,
the activist candidates put forward only a lot oi very old, very
platitudinous slogans. They know that all that is needed for
their election is for the huge Spanish-surnamed population at
UNM to go down the ballot and check off their names. One
doesn't even have to know what or for 'Yhom one is voting.
The most radical of the three groups is one which might
appear at first to be the most conservative; T ANSTAAFL (a
word based on Milton Friedman's epigram ''There ain't no
such thing as a free lunch"). The TANSTAAFL group has
presented a verbose, ideologically pure position to the Daily
Lobo.
When the words are cut through, however, the meaning is
crystal clear: take the money away from student
"government" and give it to students.
TANSTAAFL's position is enough to take one's breath
a\•/ay in its irnplications because it cuts across all the other.
candidates positions, statements, programs, etc. If it gets the
chance, TANSTAAFL is going to eliminate all student
"government" activities which don't make money. This
means, for one thing, that the dear 'ol Daily Lobo is going to
have to be sold on street corners just like any other paper. It
means KUNM is S.O.L., as soldiers say.
It means that student money will no longer be used to pay
salaries of other students. It means that the next time the
Student Widget Club wants $20,000 to attend the
International Widget Conference in Honolulu, they are going
to have to raise a lot of money by selling, well, widgets.
Under TANSTAAFL, student "government'' will have to
convince students of the value of its activities in order to
have students contribute to them.
Of the three groups, TANSTAAFL is the one group which
if elected is going to be under the most pressure to produce.
TANSTAAFL has made a specific, radical promise to
eliminate thefat in ASUNM. If this isn't done, TANSTAAFL
will stand responsible for- any failure. On tneotner·h--and, i.he ·~
other groups are not under any particular obligation to
produce. If the traditional candidates are elected, well, no
one really . expects anything to get done. Anti-politicians,
such as TANSTAAFL, are expected to produce something:
anti-politics.

avoided; and it would be both
economically and environmentally
sound to build the two pipelines
in one corridor 1 so keeping
disturbances to the environment
to a minimum.
In fact, the only advantage of
the Valdez route is that it would
cost the .oil companies 30 cents
Jess per barrel in shipping costs,
and since the price of oil to the
consumer is planned to be
constant, the oil companies would
make a greater profit: on the
Valdez route.
Currently, the oil industry is
trying to pressure .Pr!!sldent Nixon
and the Department of the
Interior to issue a permit to build
the Valdez p;peline without a
reasonable period for
dissemination of the report and
public discussion. The present
injunction against beginning th!!
pipeline may be lifted at any time
Of the two significant candidates for ASUNM President:
on or after May 4, after which the
TANSTAAFL's
Joel McCrillis and ASUNM VP Jack O'Guinn
Valdez pip!!line will be speedily
are
both
good
candidates.
O'Guinn has served ably as head of
built. (Equipment for builditJg it
is alrl!lldy in place ln several part& the disputatious "Student Senate," and has managed to
of Alaska.)
maintain an air of fairness and common sense.
lf you feel this issue need.~
public airing and discussion; write
McCrilli~ is th~ mall: res~onsible. for making the student
President Nixon and Secretary of fees quest10n an Issue m th1s election. He has been the one
the Interior Rogers C. B. Morton,
asking for 90 days to review the who has gone down to "Student Senate" night after night to
lobby on behalf of the silentmajority of students~ whom the
Emtio~nmental Impact Statement,
followed by full public headngs, current bunch of "senators" like to ignore. McCrillis has
which wiil bring ~he material in performed the job of self·appointed watch-dt>g of ;.;~udent
the report to th!! attention of the "gmternment,"
public. It may also be useful to
contact your Senators and
No one can predict this election. A student body which
Congressmen, asking that they
<X>uld
elect EriC-the-Freak-Nelson as ASUNM president or
requl!st a 9G day review followed
Sam Taggart as Homecoming Queen is capable of anything.
by public hearings also.
Loro Nct:dlc::
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Maybe even good sense.

NEWMEXICO LOBO

The UNM de:()artment of art
will host a major two-day
symposium this month on Indian
Art and regionalism in a~:t.
Two national art world experts
will be featured guests.
Called Symposium I 1972, the
event will begin April 27.
It was made possible bec~:~use· of
an anonymous gift to the
department, said Leonard Lehrer,
chairman.
The donor said, ''The intent of
this gift is to assist ill establishing
a lecture program which hopefully
will create a greater awareness of
the activity of the Art
Department within the university

a n d t h e A I b u q u e r q' u e
community.''
The noted speakers for the
symposium will be Norman Fede~
and Harold Rosenberg.
Feder is curator of American
Indian and Native Arts at the
Denver Art Museum and al:;;o is in
charge of the African and Oceanic
coll!!ctions.
He is author of "American
Indian Art". (Abrams, 1971) and
he o:rganiz!!d the exhibition and
wrote the catalogue for the
Whitney Museum of American Art
exhibition last year called "Two
Hundred Years of North
American Indian Art."

Lehrer said this New York Uity
exhibition was the major display
of Indian art in the United States
for the p8$t several years.
'
RoSI!nberg is the art cl.'itic for
The New Yorker magazine and
author of ~>everal books including,
''Artworks and Packages," ''The
'Tradition of the New" and ... The
Anxious Object."
Since the 1930's his work has
app!!ared in numerous leading
literary and art reviews. In 1966
he went to the. University of
Chicago as professor of the
Committee on Social Thought. He
subsequently became a professor
of art there.
Session one for the symposium

O'Donnell Asks Library Support
Branch. Colleges W onld Get Bond Funds
The proposed 10 million dollat Schools, the accrediting ag!mcy
university library bond issue gives for New Mexico schools, havl!
the ,people of New Mexico an stressed this point over a number
opportunity to improve the of' years, O'Donnell said.
quality of higher education in the
He also noted that the branch
state for "many, many years to co1leges need and will receive help
come," State Rep. William B. under terms of the bond act.
O'Donnell (D·Dona Ana), told the
The Las Cruces legisiator said
Friends of UNM Libraries over the years the state has put
Saturday night.
·
relatively little money into library
Speaking at the annual meeting materials for colleges and
the union, O'Donnell said aU of universities and that rapid growth
the public institutions of higher of graduate programs and student
education are in strong need of enrollment has left the libraries
help for library holdings. Reports with inadequate holdings.
of the North Cent!'al .Association
O'Donnell is vice chairman of
of Colleges and Secondary the Legislative University Study
Committee which in the last
session proposed the bond issue.

Reveal Keller's
Socialist Works

will be at 8 p.m. April 27 in the
Kiva on campus. Feder will speak
on "The Acc!lptance of Indian Art
as Art" and Rosenbl!rg will talk
on regionalism. Afterwards there
will be a question and answer
period.
· l>art two will be ~: 30 p.m.
April 28 in the Kiva. It will
consist of an informal panel
discussion with Feder, Rosenberg
and several other invited guests
including members of the Indian
art community. The general topic
will be ''Indian Ax~ Today."
Lehrer said the anonymous gift
came to the dep~tment last
December. He then set up a
committee of himself and Charles
Mattox and Douglas George to
determine how the department
could best use the gift in the
manner specified.
"Our intent was to involve the
whole community with some of
the concerns we face,'' he said.
Since New York City is the
mecca of the contemporary art

It will provide $10 million for
library holdings over a five·year
span, beginning next year if
' - I t' I ' I t i I I I t t t I
approved by the voters at the
November general election. All of
the state's publicly supported
coll!!ges and universities, their
Kosher·&
branches, and the New Mexico
Junior College will benefit.
Italian Sandwiches
O'Donnell called on the Friends
of the UNM Libraries to help get
Steaks
out a large favorable vote on the
proposition.
BBQ Ribs
Also at the dinner meeting,
Homer Musgrave . was elected
(and your
president, succeeding Hy Adler.
• k )
Lars ... Hn!ema was .a!ected .vice . ..
favorite dnn s
president and Ms. Phyllis Nuckols
905 Yale S.E.
was re·el!!Cted secretary-treasurer. . . . - . - . • • • , • .,
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April Is Trade In Month ••
*'**For Your !~~
!* Top Dollar
* Old Equipment •
:* Now Is The
***Time To !"*'
** Upgrade Your System •~
iC
**! Scotch ***
Cassette Tape !
* Yz Off List Price ~
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:Open Mon.-Wed.-Fr/. till 9:00 :iC
* 7611 Menau/ NE 296-6978 iC
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STUDENTS ARISE!

By PAM and
MICHAEL ROSENTHAL
Alternative Features
Service
Helen Keller is an American
heroine. What school child cannot
recite how Miss Keller overcame ·
her deafness, blindness and
dumbness to become a renowned
scholar and writer? Her story has
.;a;l':'llv.'-lli. ~·La.,_;, h o

I 1,

scene, the problem of regionali~;m
needed to· be dealt with, Lehrer
explained.
Also UNM is unique because
"we live side·hy·side with other
cultures which have their own
type of art form," he added.
Thus, the concern with Indian art.
One of the go~:~ls of this area
wm be trying to focus in on
concerns of how Indian art relates
to 20th Century art, Lehrei' ~;.:.
He also said the symposium
hopefully can become an annual
event with different topics each
year.

Join the
Bud® revolution

:n.. .,.,A_-..ftao4<:ri.~-o_A.n,...:...

ihspiiatlonal rare par excellence:
success over seemingly
insurmountable obstacles,
combined with an image of utter
harmlessness and lack of
inflamatory spirit.
It is gratifying to discover th11l:,
in fact, Helen Keller was a
revolutionary socialist who
belonged to the International
Workers of the World and once
m;ote an essay called "The Spirit
of Lenin."
Historian Philip Foner has
collected her socialist writings and
speeches in an instructive little
volume titled "Helen Keller: Hl!r
Socialist Years." The woman who
has bel!n presented as a
sentimental curio to generations
of grade school children had this
to say about education: "We can't
have education without
revolution. We have tried peace
education for 1,900 years and it
has failed. Let us try revolution
and see what it will do now."

BUDMAN T SHIRTS
Red and blue design on heavy white cotton. Specify
size when ordering: S (34·36), M (38·40), L (42·44)
and XL (46·48). Price, $2.
MIGHTY MAlT SWEAT !'HIRTS

I Ieavy downy cotton sweat shirt with Mighty Malt in
3 color design. Specify size when ·ordering: s (34·36),
M (38·40), L (42·44) and XL (46·48). Price, $2.
BUDMAN WRISTWATCH
auilt by the world famous Helbros Comoanv, 7 Jewels.
mod band, lifetime guarantee. Price, $i9. •

\

BUDMAN BEACH TOWEL
Gigantic 3 ft. x 5 ft. soft turkish towel, printed in 6
colors. Price, $2.
WALL POSTERS

"Brewing Chart," outlining the 11 steps essential in
brewing Budweiser, a collectors item. ~1easures 20"
x 30". Price, $1.
Giant Budweiser fogo, covers almost :my wall - 3 ft.
x 5 ft. Price, $1.
Send check or money order to:
BUD REVOLUTrON
P.O. Box 1564, Albuquerque, New Mexico

Soviet Underground
Art Presented Here
Paintings by a young,
"underground" Russian artist will
~~-----·-~~be sTiown May -1~4 in the -flortii
loutlge of Ortega Hall from
1:3Q-4:30 p.m.
.,
The artist is Aleksandr Kalugin,
27, who is interested in Russian
history and culture as opposed to
the state-imposed social realism
paintings required of "approved"
artists in the Soviet Union, said
Bryon T. Lindsey ·of modern
languages. He escorted a group of
28 students to Moscow, Leningrad
i
and Novgorod during the break
between semesters and some of
Kalugin's paintings and drawings
!I
were purchased then.
Lindsey said that, to his
knowledge, this will be only the
second "foreign" show of the
young Russian artist. "This
·
~>xhibil gives him som'! cr~r:l<mtialg
and mny Ewlp him l:le acceptNl,"

Prices quoted above
-- cover tax and han·
dling. Allow 4 weeks
for delivery.

I

lI

I
~

!;airl.
:;a itl rr-coguized

11ttd-,:veis e:~r
~~qtJ

UndNP)i

iJ ,.

Hus~iun

paintevs must lwlong to a typt• of
"union" and conform to rt>ali>;m
which enhances th<! Soviet itrtaga.
Kalugin draws upon such early
Russian objects as ikons for much
of his work.
Thursday, April20, 1972
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Daily Lobo Review

Previn's Trip Weird

"ROUGH AND READY"
The Jeff Beck Group
(Epic/KE 30973)
Jeff Beck is one of yer British
Sooper-stars trying to make a
comeback. For starters,. he formed
a band and went into the Motown
studios to make use of their
famous rhytlim section. The story
has it that the bassist (the one
responsible for all the cosmic
Motown bass lines) went running
into the street with his hands over
his ears, screaming "I won't play
this shit." Undaunted, Jeff
returned to the U.K., where when
things began to jell again, he had a
car wreck that laid him up for a
while.
Now, he's finally managed to
recover, find a band, keep it
together long enough to record,
and come up with "ROUGH AND
READY."
. It's not much, but hard-core
Jeff Beck fallli might go Cor it. The
tunes meander a lot, but .Beck's
guitar is still in pretty good shape,
and the band might very well get
better if they keep at it. But in
light of Beck's history, that's
unlikely.

* * *

"KILLER"
Alice Cooper
(Warner Bros./WS 2567)
Alice Cooper is a group nobody
ever thought would make it, and
yet they've not only done it, but
they have a hit single. I mean
who could have predicted that ~
drag·queen rock group with a
penchant for throwing chicken
feathers at an audience and
without the least trace of musical
talent would be as popular as
Cooper's boys are? But they took
themselves seriously enough to
learn how to play their
instruments; they worked hard on
their stage act; and, it must be
admitted, they had the vision to

crystallize a large part of the
sexual frustrations of teenage
America in their songs. As a
result, they acquired a large
following of pretty much normal
kids.
Their last album, "LOVE IT
TO DEATH," was pretty damn
good, but unfortunately, they
seem to have gotten smug. How
else could one explain away the
facile gloss of their latest album,
"KILLER"? The single, "Under
My Wheels," is pretty good, as is
its B-side, "Desperado," but on
the whole the album is pretty
unconvincing.

* * *

"LOST IN THE OZONE"
Commander Cody And His Inst
Planet Airmen
(Paramount/PAS 6017)
Commander Cody And His
lnst Planet Airmen are probably
the only band Jn the entire San
Francisco area that everybody
likes. Their music ranges from
Buck Owens standards like
"Fami]y Bible" to rockabilly
numbers like "Twenty Flight
Rock" to crazy Cajun songs like
"Dlggy Diggy Lo" to ••••
Well, they must have 400 songs
in their repertoire, at least that
was the number about three

OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORllS

{!ID

DAYS
LEFT

weeks ago, and they've probably
added a dozen by now. And
everybody I know who's listened
to their long-awaited debut album
likes it-loves it, in fact-but they
all have different ideas about what
~?hould be on it. If you haven't
heard them yet, you really must,
but at least you won't be as
prejudiced about what's on the
album, so that I can
unconditionally that if you pick it
up, you'll wind up loving it too.
It certainly is one of the best
albums of 1971, and if their
roc kin' "Home In My Hand"
doesn't. get to you, their
psychedelic country weeper
"Down To Seeds And Stems
(Again)" will, and if you don't
like that, the live version of "Beat
Me Daddy Eight; To "The Bar" will
send you careening around the
living room.
Their love for everything they
do is evident from every cut, and
make no mistake about it-this is
no hippie country band or rock
revival band or anything like that.
Commander Cody and the boys
are a rock and roll band in the
great tradition, and are destined
for great things.
You owe it to yourself to get
lost in the Ozone with them.

* * *
"SMASH YOUR HEAD
AGAINST THE WALL"
John Entwhistie
(Decca/DL 79183)
John Entwhistle is the famous
bass·playing statue who tours with
the Who, and for those who have
thought him to be a marvelous
invention of Peter Townsend, we
present
"SMASH YOUR. HEAD"•i
•
xt stars none other !;han John
Entwhistle, performing his very
own compositions, and playing on
every cut.
Previously, Entwhistle had been
given a guest slot on every Who
LP, but apparently he had lots of'
spare material lying around which
he wanted to get on record before
it escaped him. You're no doubt
~king breathlessly, what's it like?
It's strange. It all seems to deal
with life and death (yup), and he
doesn't seem to take either too
seriously.
All the music sounds the same
the first time you listen, but there
is a good d{'al of subtlety. On tho
whole, if you are a fan of British
rock, and espcciallly buffoonish
British rook as exemplified by the
Who, you should defjnitely
"SMASH YOUR HEAD
AGAINST THE WALL.''
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"REFLECTIONS IN A MUD
PUDDLE/TAPS TREMORS AND
TIME STEPS"
Dory Previn
(United Al:tists/UAS-5536)
Dory Pr11vin is a complex,
cynical artist who might come
across better if she didn't rely so
heavily on studio tricks and
nostalgic musical arrangements.
Her cynicism/disillusionment is
evident in "Doppelganger," which
at times reminds one of
"Sympathy For The Devil." What
makes it unusual is that Previn
seems to think of herself as a tyve
of devil. She speaks of this person
who whisvers things in the
subways, who has
helplessly/apathetically witnessed
Oriental civilians being left to" rot
and other equally noisesome;
though nonetheless true, ·events
only to discover in thll end that
she is the person who has done all
these things.
Sarcastic
"The New Enzyme Detergent
Demise Of Ali MacGraw" is a
sarcastic number that is
archetypical of her style. She
writes this delightful eulogy for
her inner death and then
compares it with Ali McG1·aw's
classic collapse in "Love Story." I
found the music extremely corny'
but in a way it succeeded for it
only emphasized her almost
inherent sarcasm, which at times
borders on masochism.
The most effective song on the
album is "'l'he Talkative Woman
And The Two Star General." In
the process of saying good night
the woman tells the General the
story of the color red, from its
origins as a familiar friend to the
reds that must be killed, obviously
his line of business. It ends with
the talkative Previn singing,
"forgive me if you will for
keeping you dear general, sir, you
have a quota to fill, while I carry
on about colors, purple, green,
and red, the badges of the living,
the medals of the dead."
Superficial
"The Altruist And The Needy
Case" is nothing to spit wooden
turkeys abouto Prowln ;,. .n.hviou ..l:v

fed up with this superficial activist
and this is the impassioned
kiss-off. At the encl she becomes
remorseful, but what is remorse
after all the insult,
Her heavy leaning toward
nostalgia, .especially in the music,
comes out' in "Play It Again." It's
a sardonic anti-war song that
sounds like it was recorded in
Hollywood during World War I( to
send to the love-starved boys on
the front. After much banality she
redeems herself somewhat by
saying, "I want to be back with
you in good old World War 11/Far
away/! just can't make it
today /Far as I can be from good
old World War III."
Vacillates
The Big Banana of this album,
"Taps/Tremors And Time Steps
( 0 n e Last Dance For My
Father)," is a 13-minute tiQJ.e
capsule that vacillates between·
excellent and nauseating, if you
can imagine that. The beginning
relates how she has just been
informed that her father was
k i lied in the Los Angeles
earthquake; heavy. After a
pointed synopsis of her
relaLionship with the ~,>ld man she
slips into some dreadful, overly
nostalgic drivel. All of a sudden.
she transports herself to May 7, ·
1937 as she is being told by her
father that she can accompany
him on a great voyage to Europe
on an airship. Inevitably, the
Hindenburg crashes and Dory
grows up to the realization that
life is just an endless series of
disappointments.
You'll have to hear it and make
your own decision as to whether
the nostalgia improves or detracts
from the overall product.
Personall I feel it is a bit
overdone, especially the portion
where she tries to sing through a
megaphone to get that authentic
1930's feel. She sings well and
such tricks are unnecessary. If
nothing else Previn tries extremely
hard and at times she gets her
personal futility across all too
well.
D:v FR.ANIG P2NSIERO

Stones & Friends Loose
But Good On 'Edward'
"JAMMING WITH EDWARD"
Mick Jagger, Bill Wyman, Charlie
Watts, Ry Cooder, Nicky Hopkins
(Rolling Stones Records/COC
39100)
It's just too insane to be true,
but the understatement of the
year is going to be that
"JAMMING WITH EDWARD" is
a nice record. But wait, your
sensibilities tell you, this is just
some kind of a "between. takes"
practice session that somehow got
onto a reel of tape, so what is all
this brouhaha? A good point and
weli taken, but what the heli, a
good Stones practice session is
going to be head and shoulders
over the efforts of most groups
period, and besides we all agree
the context of the music goes
with the music itself, and if it's
righteous, then it's all right, right?
One listening to "JAMMING"
answers that question. The
rhythm section is manned by Bill
a.-iC: Cimrlic, und they make you
dance as they lay a perfect
foundation of weaving bass lines
and floor steady drum work as the
context for Ry Cooder's
ever·so·mellow guitar work and
the piano acrobatics of keyboard
wizard Nicky Hopkins. Jagger's
work is mostly centered around
his harp and treats the listener to
some really nice improvisations·
that lead you in and out of
"Midnight Rambler"-more or
less, as the structure throughout is
very loose and subject to change
at any time. "It Hurts Me Too,"
an old Elmore James blues,
appears to be where the band got
together and rehearsed for five
minutes or so, and the result bears
some listenings for the
outstanding riffs offered by each
artist.
As the idea of all this was just
to get into some nice
loose·as-a-goose jamming, one i~
w~rned not t? get blown away
wxth s.uper·Jam expectations
before hstening for th~ first time.
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The music is loose, free, and
understated in its power, but then
again, who's going to not dig the
Stones, minus two (with
substitutes extrordinaire) just
practicing and fooling around
even? It's still some really nice
stuff.
By TOM LYNCH

Polls
Polls for tlu: ASm'"M spring
general election will be from 8
a.m. until 7 p.m. in the Union
north ballroom, the south lobby
of Zimmerman Library and La
Posada. Polls in Heady's garage
and the engineering complex will
close at 5 p.m.
Those interested in working 'lit
the polls should contact ASUNM,
5528.

Blowing Dirt
Those interested in the paving
of the parking lot on the <;:Orner of
Girard and Central call Vicki Lee
at 242-9715.

Absentee Voting
If you will not be here for the
June 6 primary you may begin
absentee voting procedures at the
McGovern table in the Union.
Under new voting laws you
need be in the state only 30 days
to be eligible to vote.
The deadline for registering to
vote is April 25.

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Panthers Project New Image

Survival Programs. Replace Guns
.

after jazz great Charlie "Bird"
Parke1•).
Mass Suppott
The conference was a success
not only in terms of putting
theory-"serve the people-into
practice, but in demonstrating t.rte
mass base, both individual and
organizational, that the Panthers
have built on their home turf. It
demonstrated too that in spite of
all the hard times, after all the
deaths and defections, the Black
Panther Party is still a viable
organization .
Founded in 1966 by Seale and
Huey P. Newton as the Black
Panther Party for Self-Defense, it
first drew national attention in
May, 1967 when a contingent led
by Seale and Minister of
Information Eldridge Cleaver
carried unloaded rifles into the
State Capitol building in
Sacramento. The party thus
became identified in the public
mind with the image of the gun.
.~Y till' e1;1d of 1.969, the party
Original. Vlclon.. . " " . "
Most press reports on the claimed that 28 Panthers had been
survival conference tended to killed in confrontations with the
portray it as an example of the police. Many others had been
Panthers' "new image." Chairman wounded and hundreds had been
Bobby Seale prefers to say, "we're arrested as a result of police raids
going back to the original vision in scores of cities, Within a period
of a few days in December 1969,
of the party."
At the conference, 10,000 bags Fred Hampton and Mark Clark
of groceries "with a chicken in had been killed by Chicago police;
every bag" were given away to six other Panthers were wounded,
poor p co pie of the black and thirteen were arrested in a
community; 13,282 sickle-cell police raid on the Los Angeles
anemia tests were administered; chapter's headqUarters. Bobby
and more than 11,000 new voters Seale endured first the Chicago
were registered. ("It blew our conspiracy trial and then his New
minds how many people hadn't Haven murder trial. Huey P.
Newton was in jail.
registert;!d," said Seale.)
During 1970 the party held
The crowd at the three day
event was representative of the several large gatherings to
black community-fathers dressed mobilize public support for its
in work clothes, mothers with own survival. The "Free Bobby"
their babies, and many eight and rally of May, 1970 in New Haven
nine-year old kids. In short, the was a success, but the
Revolutionary People's
black proletariat.
There were young members of Constitutional Convention, held
such street gangs as the Cobras in Washington, D.C. that
and the Ace of Diamonds, and november to write a new U.S.
King Bishop Frazzo Ha'q XIX constitution, was a flop.
Some of the problems of the
from the Yardbird Temple of the
Vanguard Revolutionary Church constitutional convention were
(the Yardbird Temple is named beyond the Panthers' control For
example, local authorities refused
to rent an adequate meeting place.
But other reasons for the failure
must be attributt<d to th.o
Panthers: a general feeling of
paranoia and intimidation evinced
An lnternational Festival, in strict body searches and
featuring exotic food, booth hostility toward the press.
displays and entertainment from
around the world is scheduled
April 22 at UNM under the
'!ili1111llllltlllllltlfiiiiiUIUIUIIIIJJi!
auspices of the International
! ml!'. j'"'ettts
!
Center.
Enrique Santamaria, Center
director and Festival coordinator,
said approximately a dozen
:1:
o:rganizations of students
representing some 20 different
nations will take part in the
Festival which will be held in the
nf B'ittt".tt.dt
;-•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• llllillllllt'P
student union ballroom beginning
at 4 p.m._
located in
There will be no admission
charged. Samples of national food
Hotel Lobby
specialties will be sold at the
14
booths.
There will be :recorded
Winrock Center
background music from different
lands and throughout the evening
the . organizations participating
BankAmcricard
will present entertainment
Mastercharge
featuring students in national
dress.

By STEVE LONG
AJ.te&native Featu.Lcs &rvice
''In the thirties the jive
politicians used to promise my
momma a chicken in every pot.
Well, tonight we've got a chicken
. in every bag, and if necessary we
gon' open up a free pot program
to cook the chicken in."
-Bobby Seale
OAKLAND, Ca.-Only a year
ago, The New York Times and
Newsweek were saying that the
Black Panther Party was dying.
Stokeley Carmichael was quoted
as saying, "The Panthers are
practically finished."
If the Panthers died, t.hey have
recently undergone a re·birth. The
party recently sponsored a
three-day Black Community
Survival Conference held in
Oakland and Berkeley on March
29·31. The conference, which
dramatized the party's survival
programs, drew over 16,000
people.

International Fest
-Set for Next We-ek

~·
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As in most instances of
paranoia, the Panther~' fears
seemed justified. There did seem
to be a conspiracy between
Federal and local authorities to
wipe out the party.
The legal battles and gun
ba"ttles both took their toll, By
the spring of 1971, many
observers were writing the
Panthers off as a national force.
The split between Eldridge
Cleaver and Huey P, Newton
sl!emed to some observers to be
the coup de grace.
Yet the defection of the
Cleaver group appears to have
been the nadir of the party's
troubles, for in the last half of
1971, events began to turn in the
party's favor. Bobby Seale was
acquitted of his murder charge in
New Haven, and Huey Newton
was finally freed after his original
conviction was overturned.
With Huey's release from
prison, the party took on a new
tack. The image of the gun was

replaced by the image of the
picket sign. The tactic of
economic boycott was used to
build support for the party's
survival programs.
After years of struggle and
internal aclf-criticicm, the po.rty ic
currently undergoing a
transormatio n. As the party
newspaper puts it, "Having come
away from arrogance, cultism, we
have returned to our original
aims: producing what we call the
"Survival Programs." "The
survival programs aren't
reformist," Seale says. "We're not
saying they are necessarily
revolutionary, but they are
institutions which we can rally
our people around.''
Beginning next month, other
survival conferences are to be held
all over the nation (starting in
Chicago). To feed the hungry,
clothe the poor, provide medical
services for the ill-this is the
vision of the Black Panther Party.
As a black clergyman. put it,
"Jesus only feed 5000 and the
BPP is feeding 10,000.''

Bobby Seale

P~otos

by Roger Lubln/AFS
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Corduroy Bells
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CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING ~

~

Coin·op Ory·Cieaning
and Laundry

Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.E.

• 247·0836

Specializing in

~~
~\f;:,~.~1'~~.~

~~~~

Long Hair Designs
Regular Haircuts j
Straightening
Shines
For Appointment Call
299-8975

Diamond Solitaire Set $325

The diamond solit~ire:
beautiful enough
~ to stand alone.

-...L

7A'ES~
My,hmv)"'IUft~
... stu~cnt ttccounl~ invited

Downtown-SIS Central SW
Five Pointli-Shoppl~ Center

Winrock

Usc one of our
convenient charge plans
Jllustrallons
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Pops Is Tops in Lobo Sports Enthusiasm

Selections Listed in May Issue

87 .. Year-old Ro·ofer A Ref!ular at Athletic Events
By GREG LALIRE

A UNM baseball player strokes
a so lid single to leftfield.
Naturally enough, a barrage of
traditional baseball chatter begins
to pour out of the Lobo dugout.
However, one voice rings out
above all the others.
"Nice hit, Way to go. Way to
go," is heard by the sp;1rse crowd
J>cattered in the bleachers behind
home plate.
All the "regulars" in the stands
recognize the voice, They know
it's ;not the voice of the coach or
any of the players-not even of
the trainer or of one of the
chaparral bat girls.
They know it's the voice of an
elderly gentleman who is older
than the combined ages of any
four UNM players in the dugout
(excluding Billy Irwin). They
know it's the voice ofPops.
Popular Pops
All the players, the coach, and
many of the fans know him even
if they don't know that his name
is Frarlcis Perry Faulkner. To
them, he is just Pops.
Pops, despite his petite stature
(5' 3" 106 pou11ds), stands out in
the crowd of UNM baseball
players. It's not every day that
you see an 87-year-old man clad
in a baseball uniform.
"I try to get to every game,"
Pops said while sitting in the
stands prior to the recent
Albuquerque Dukes-UNM Lobes
baseball game. "I sit right down
there (pointing to the UNM
dugout) next to Coach Bob
Leigh."
.
Pops has been one of UNM's
baseball t<:>ams most avid
·supporters since he moved to
Albuquerque with his wife in
1953. They came here because
their youngest son, one of four
children, was stationed at Sandia
Base,
"I used to watch them when
they played up at the old field
near Johnson Gym, at the corner
of Girard and Central," Pops said,
New Uniform
"I've been sitting in the dugout
with the team the last four or five
years. I had the old grey uniform
back then, but then they gave me
this new uniform. I've had this
coat for nine years, but it was the
track team that gave it to m". I

Vote for

Bernadette Chaves
ASUNM President

Anthony Silva
ASUNM Vice President

also have the official New Mexico I ived are too u umerous to
sweater; the school gave me that. mention. But now Pops plans to
"Ken Johnson (ex·Lobo stay in Albuquerque, his favorite
secondb!!seman) was my favorite place, and do the things he likes.
player over the last few years. -But
Things like fishing and hunting.
now, I really don't have any
"I've done a lot of fishing with
favorites. I love them all too much my wife and one of my sons and
to pick out anyone,"
one of my daughters who live
Not only does Pops spend with us," he said. "I used to go
m.uch of his time at the baseball hunting for big game a lot, but
diamond, but he also is a regular I'm a little frail now to be going
at the track meets held in around shooting a high-powered
University Stadium. In fact, track dfle."
is his favorite sport.
Things like carpentry.
"I like it best because I coached
"I'm making a picnic table,"
it for four years in Ca.rlisle, Ark.," he said. "I love to make things for
he said. ''My last year there was kids. I used to make little wood
1919. We had a good team. I had swords, until they broke them up
too much.
the fastest man in the 440.
"I can make anything but a
Track Coach
"We went down to Little Rock million dollars."
Au d uf cu une, things like
for the st<tte mtoet and took
second place. I had some real watching UNM sports events.
good boys, but we just didn't have
"My house is 61h miles from the
enough depth,"
football field. I get to the games
Pops talked about his team's any way I can-hitchhiking, the
performance as if it happened just bus, or walking. I walked to at
yesterday, He also h!!d excellent least half a dozen football games
recall conceming the fact that as last year, and it didn't bother me
track coa.:h he wasn't paid at all."
anything.
·
The interview came to an
"It was completely voluntary," abrupt end, It was minutes away
he said. "I made about $20 in my from game time, and Pops had to
four years as track coach in get into the dugout.
Carlisle. After we took second at
Little Rock my last year, the PTA
and the Carlisle Chamber of
Commerce got together and
rewarded me with $20."
Pops also noted that he enjoys
track the most because he ran the
half·mile and the two·mile at the
Francis Perry Faulkner, better known to
Almost 17 1000 New Mexico
Agriculture and Mechanical
Lobo sports fans as just plain Pops, tries to
veterans
who
were
discharged
College. The name may not sound
never miss an important New Mexico sports
familiar, but the place is. Today, between January 31, 1955 and No. l in Loboland
event.
Pops has been viewing Lobo athletics
the school is ('all"'d New M<:!xico June 1, 1966, could lose all or
&;;gularly ilil\le 1953 omcl his favoi'lt;> spottil
part
of
their
educational
benefits
State.
are track and baseball.
Pops was born in Mason City, if they don't act promptly,
Donald
E.
Crow,
director
of
the
Ill., on November 22, 1885. He
didn't participate in any sports Veterans Administration regional
then because he was too busy office in Albuquerque, warned.
helping his family work their These veterans' eligibility for VA
assistance payments
farm. He played sandlot baseball educational
expires
May
31,
1974.
when he moved to Dexter, N.M.
A
veteran
has
eight years from By TOM REICHER.T
(1 7 miles south of Roswell) the date of his discharge
which
Truly inspirational performances are a rare occurrence these days in
during the first decade of the 20th to use his educational in
benefits.
sports,
but millions of Americans managed to view an inspiring effort
century.
But, because these veterans first by an old veteran Tuesday night in Los Ansteies.
Always Small
Wilt Chamberlain o[ the Los Angeles Lakers Is faced with one or the
became eligible for GI education
"I was on the second team," he and
training benefits under a law toughest jobs i.n sports: guarding Milwaukee's 7·4 agile giant,
recalled. "I was pretty small then. effective June 1, 1966, their eight Kareem·Abdul Jabbar, in the NBA Western Championship playoff
Only 5' 2" and 101 pounds. I've year period starts from that date. series. Tuesday night, the outmanned Chamberlain won the battle of
picked up an inch since then."
Flight training, on·the-job, the big men to push his team into a 3·2 lead in the best of seven series.
He has also gained five pounds apprenticeship and farm
The Lakers desperately needed a great performance out of Wilt to
since that time. The main reason cooperative training were not nlow down the Jabbar·led Bucks. And the man who's playing this series
for that is the fact he has worked authorized until August 31, 1967, with a broken bone in his right hand, responded by shaking off his age
hard all his life.
veterans discharged before that and injury to intimidate the entire Bucks team.
"I was mostly farming until so
More Than Stats
date
have eligibility in these
'29," he said. "Then hard times programs
The 7·1 center's statistics don't tell the whole story. Although Wilt
until
August
31,
1975.
came. Anybody who Uved then
The 1966 law made more than grabbed 26 rebounds, blocked eight shots, scored 12 points (2·3 from
knows abot!t thnt. I ju~t lived da}'
four
million veterans, natiortally, the field and 8-8 unbelievable free throws), it was his defense, outlet
by day doing anything to get by."
eligible
for educational benefits. pass9S, picks and assists, that made his performance a memorable one.
The number of jobs he has had
Chamberlain held Jabbar to 28 ·points. That may not sound like
About
three
million have not used
and the number of places he has
any, or only a part of their much, until one examines the abilities of Abdul•Jabbar. He is simply
the best offensive center in the history of the game (including Wilt),
"" .. ..
.,.
eligibility, Crow said.
~
Eligible veterans receive 1lh and he has a hook shot that only Wilt has a chance to stop.
Over 30
~
Diff~rertt
•
Wilt forced Kareem into a sub·par shooting night (13 for 33) by
months of eligibility for each
Sandwiches
;
month spent on active duty, up to effectively outmuscling his quicker opponent. He intimidated Jabbar's
l\lon·Sat
,
11 a.m.· 3 a.m. •
a maximum of 36 months. shooting touch. He intimidated the whole Buck offense.
Sun
Wilt scored only 12 points, but it's also his job to key the Laker
Veterans with 18 months of
11 a.m.~1 a.m.
1600 Ccntrnl SE
offense. Tuesday night he threw dart·like outlet passes to streaking
service
are
eligible
for
the
.
842·6736
La.lter guard::, ::ct mz;:;i1.'c picks, ~ild ~lso blocked a Jabbar ahc;t half way
maxi.mum 36 months.
Single veterans attending school down court for an easy Laker layup.
Even Chamberlain critics must admit that the much·maligned center
full-time receive $175 from the
VA. Those with one dependent was art inspiring force during the crucial fifth game matchup.
The sixth game of this exciting series is in Milwaukee Saturday and
receive $205; with two
dependents, $230; and an now Jabbar and the Bucks need to reach back for that something extra
additional $13 for each dependent that makes championship series like this one remembered for years to
over two.
come.

Educ. Benefits
Expire for Vets

Three books published by the
UNM Press have been designated
as "outstanding academic books"
by "Choice" magazine,
Books selected are "The Cuban
Revolution," compiled by Nelson
P. Valdez and Edwin Lieuwen;
"Chilean Politics, 1920·1931," by
Frederic M. Nunn; and "Mirror
Image," by Richard !tudJsill.
''Choice" carries reviews of
books recommended for college
and research libraries, Between
March, 1971, and February, 1972,
the magazine reviewed 6095
books. Of these, the three UNM
books were among 806 chosen as
books of special distinction.
The UNM selections will be
listed as "oustanding" in the May
issue of the magazine.
"The Cuban Itevolution," is
marked by "Choice" as a book
which "should be in all academic
libraries of any size." 4000
official documents, speeches,
books, monographs and periodical
and newspaper articles are
• arranged ·by subject category and
are indexed by author. All
libraries in the U.S. holding
significant Cuban revolutionary
materials arylisted in a section on
"research tools." Maurice Zeitlin
of the University of California
calls the book "a yeoman effort."
"Chilean Politics" describes the
seizure of power by the army-the
"Honorable Mission" of
regeneration led by Colonel Carlos
Ibanez-in an attempt to bring
about economic and social

reform, "Choice" states that the
book 11 will be an asset to _students
researching mo dcrn Chilean
history or the role of the military
in Latin America."
Rudisill's "Mirror Image" is a
study of the influence of the
daguerreotype on American
society of the last century. The
book is unique in subject matter

in

and rich
.Hlustration. "The
superb collection of more than
200 images is, for the most part,
hitherto unpublished," says
"Choice.'' "Rudisill points out the
value of daguerreotypes as
documentatton of the face of
America. It is indispensable for all
libraries of the history of
photography, and recommended
for collections of American art."

StudentsRecreateReligion
University students are drifting
away from organized religion and
are forming their own value
systems as a replacement, a UNM
assistant professor of sociology
reports.
Robert McNamara, in an al:ticle
''Invisible Religious Belief

Cairns Submits
Resignation
Director of Campus Security
Jack Cairns submitted his
resignation yl:!sterday, effective
May 27, to William Bierbaum, his
supervisor.
Bierbaum said, "I don't know
why he resigned, but I'm sure he
has good reason. I didn't
anticipate his resignation."
Cairns held the post for eight
years, coming to UNM from the
Albuquerque police department.
He was unavailable for comment.

Systems,'' says ''students are
recreating their own kinds of
religious outlooks, not in large
groups but with small groups of
their fellow students."
He notes that student views are
being formed mainly by current
"pop-psychology" which C!!nters
around personal self-fulfillment.
McNamara btate,. that many
students radically change their
religious views in junior high and
high school.
He adds that between a third
and a half of UNM students fit
in to the pattern which he
describes.
The outlook for organized
religion is good, however,
McNamara believes, because of
churches' ability to adapt.
McNamara presently is
continuing research to study his
hypotheses.

---no official

Alaska has
nickname. ·

ICAMPUS BRIEF§ I
McGovern

Russian Report

Students for McGovern will
"Back from the U.S.S.R.," a
meet tonight at 7 p.m. to discuss multi-media report by UNM
canvassing dorms for voter stude11ts who recently took a trip
registration in room 250-D of the to Russia, will be presented April
Union.
·
·
21, at 8 p.m. in the Kiva,
The program will include a slide
Grad Papers
presentation and !\.movie made by
Two UNM graduate students the participating students. The
will present papers at a public is welcome to attend and
department of nuclear engineering ask questions.
seminar Friday at 3:30 p.m. in
room 143A of Farris Engineering Zen, etc.
There will be a meeting of a
Center,
t
Papers are by Dale Bradshaw meditation group April 24 at 8
p.m. at 415 Romero N.E. behind
and Greg Gessel.
Der Oudeheden Restaurant.
Everybody is welcome.
Bike Hike
A bike hike, which will pay five
cents a mile for each biker to the Education Conference
The Drama Department has
Rio Grande Zoo, will begin 9 a.m.
cancelled
its scheduled production
Saturday morning at Rhodes in
of
Ionesco's
play, "The Lesson."
Coronado Shopping Center.
Originally
the
play was .. to have
'Rhodes is spons-:;~ring the event
been
pa.rt
of
the Sp.~aker's
for the purpose of assisting the
zoo in building a pen and shelter Committees Southwest Education
for the White Rhinos arriving this Conference.
The films scheduled for the
May.
conference, "The Hand," "Why .
Man Creates," and "High School,"
McGovern
New Mexico Citizens for will be shown at nne and six p.m.
McGovern campaign workers will on Thursday in the SUB theater
hold non-partisan voter and again on one p.m. on Friday.
registration drives in each of the They are free to all.
four city quadrants April 22.
Locations are at the Winrock
shopping center, Foodway in the
Northdale shopping center, and in
locations in the S.E. and south
valley to bs announced later this
COURT
week. For information, call
CE
243-2119.

WE HAVE
IMPO CLOGSI•

Inspiring Performance Turned
In by Wilt Chamberlain

'13hud.. --·_. . .,s.

Shoes that look like this must have
something going for them, right? Right!
They're the most comfortable things on
1wofeet.

"Most respected person."
-Hop Graham
Lovington Leader
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FINIS L. HEIDEL

~

·" •

I
I

Mililarr Sorvir.e: A roserve
army offh:er. Served with
Combat EnuineorH und in
Judlle Advocuta's Department,

wwn.

FINIS L. HEIDEL

"'j.l,·

.
-

-

-

~

12.95.

Women's Shoes, Main Floor

Address ··----·-··- ··-·~ -···~····--····--·-·-·--·····---·····-·······------··--"--·-···· __________ ;...... --~---···· Phone ....................

Ducember.

lili(J; ·- -

- ·· ·

VOTE FOR
FINIS L. HEIDEL
FOR SUPREME
COURT JUSTICE

(we wiU fill ilt) • • , , • • • • • • • • • • • • • ,

CORONADO CENTER: LOUISIANA & MENAUL-MONDAY THRU FRIDAY, 9:30A.M. to 9 P.M.

Sponsored hy Students for McGovorn
Thursday, A.pril20, 1972
J

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Pd. Pol, Ad by
f, L, Heidel

SATURDAY, 9:30A.M. to 6 P.M. SUNDAY, NOON to 5 P.M. PHONE 298-8711

I
Page 6

I

He has served !tis constlluents and New Mexico ably for
six consecutive forms us Sltde
JleprosantHUvt>, He wos an·
pointed Stoln Senaltlr in

FlniN L. Hoidol's lo~:oltrnininfl
and oponmlndedness qualified Mm to be a vllal member
of the )ud!clnr.y. Taxation and
Hevonuo Committees upon his
cloclfon Ob ltopresenlallvo.
He ls 11 member of the judie!·
ary ond Public A£fairs Committee of the Sonntu.
Throuflh tho broud scupo of
his poiHical setvlcc us a Jo~:ts·
Jator. Holde! has )lnlned an
understanding of lawmaklnfl
that will provo lnvolunblewhen !lh n Supremo Court
Justice he becomes 1111 Jntnr•
prater ot laws.

Nama ........................... ,.................. ,. "' ....................................... _..................................................·

Precinct

FINIS L. HEIDEL

Flexible. Blue, red1 beige or brown corkette. 12.95. White perf.
12.95. 4-10 sizes.

I

,._

Member-Secretary, New MexIco Junior Colle)lc Board.
President New Mcxi<:iJ Junior
Culleue foundation.

Deluxe. Brown or blue suede. White or navy perf. 4-1 0 sizes.

ABSENTEE BALLOT

---- --- -------If ou:wiH-not he here for the june 6fh Dtimarv. ·
then you rnay vote absentee. Just fill out this
form and drop it off at the McGovern table in:
the Union. We will make sure a ballot is sent tol
you. You can also register at this same table.

Civic: Ac:tivilios: Member:
Now Mexlt:u, Amorlcnn arid
Texas Bar Assm:iatlons. Past
Commander Lovington American Legion Post: Past Presl·
dent Lovington Chamber of
Commerce: Past· President
Lovington Lions Club. Past
V!cc Chairman of tho LM
County Dmnocratir. Party.

FINIS L. HEIDEL

.{.:0

1.:

Education: Luu CountySchools, Georgn Wn!lhlnJlton
University, 'Hlxas Tuch, A.B ..
Georgetown Law School:
f.D.,J.L.M.

Business Background: J.ovin)l·
ton lawyer since 11146. Lea
County businessman. Operator of an lrrilllltetl farm.

~
~

FINIS L. HEIDEL

FINIS L. HEIDEL

.

~

'

Ch,ooses Three Books

.

.,

'j

Pate 'I

-------~-----·-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------=

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

Senate Allocates $150
To Test Residency Law

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini·
WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
mum !$Vl0) Pcr ilme run. It ad Is to
205, afternoons preferably or mail.
:run five or more consecutive OllYS with
no chang1111 the rate is reduced to 5c
Classified Advertising
per word and the minimum number of
tJNM
Box 20
words to 10,
Albuqpel'Quc, N.M. 87106
'l'El\MS; Payment must be made in fqiJ prior to insertion or advertl11ement

r.o.

ll

PERSONALS

3)

PANTS, $5, Peasant Blouses, $1>, Work·
hirts, $3, and 13 bl!tton navy bells at
Uncle Sam's, 111 H11rvard.
· 4/25
FREE: Lovable 10 mo. female shepherd
puppy, Call Mory, 243-0609,
4/25
BERNADETTE CHAVEZ-You 11.nd Miss
Devlin have a lot in common: an open
mimi, a .just cllUSe and a well thoughtout plan of action. Signed, The Satyr.
.
4/20
ADVERTISE I II Excellent late model
race car-driver need& SPONSOR. 2964156 after 5 :l5.
4/25
FREE: Part German Shepard puppyone month old, and a one year old part
German Shepard dog to a good home,
266-4274,
4/24
HOROSCOPES erected and interpreted,
priced $3,00 a.nd up, Albuquerque As4/24
trology Center, 294-6800.
RESPONSIBLE STUDENT WILL
CARE FOR HOME, Yard, vets during
ummer, for ren~_pianne, 277·3263. 4/21
THE RAG SHOPPE wants to buy the
casual summer clothing you don't want
and .RECYCLE it to someone else who
do1111. Clothing must be dean, current
and on hangers. San MatllQ and Indian
~ool Ro11d NFJ, 211~:2823,
4/21
DORM RESIDENTS NEEDED to organize
voter registration. Use the power, CaU
Tom Rutherfol:'d for State Senate. 266·
8695.
4/20
AGORA: Because sometlm1111 just having
someone to listen helps. NW corner of
Mesa Vista. 277~3013.
tfn
TRANSIT: having a hard time'l Drug
Counseling and Information. CaD 277•
5342, Mess VistA 1056. Sun•Thufl,, 6-12
Fri. and Sat. 'f-2.
7/'l.
2)

LOST &FOUND

FOUND: Very friendly, female comecross puppy, On UNM campus. Haa
brown hair. black face and white feet.
Call 277·2562.
4/25
FOUND: Men's Ring. Identify and claim
In Rm. 206 Scholes Hall.
4/25
LOST: Lame Black :Male &hepard Cross
with Berkeley Tll8'· 265-8242.
4/26
LOST OR FOUND AN ANIMAL 'l Call
AnlmJ) Humane .Auoclatlon. 265·5628.
tfn

3)

SERVICES

ORTHODOX BAHA'I FffiESIDES, 621
Spruce SE, Apt. 311i. Thuflda)'ll, 7:80.
Call 242·4839, or mf~ Box 787, 87108.
4/20

50 RESU:MEB-UNM SP7ECJAL, $18.110.
Also Local-Natlonal.QvenJea.tJ Employer
Submittals. Ralph Shaffer. Profelllona1
RESUMES. 296-8891.
5/G
JEWELRY /ENAllELING
InatructioM
All technlqnee: 1tudlo near unlverelty;
842·8496, Pam.
tfn
B 4: W, COLOR TELEVISION SERVICE l Student Dltcount I Service cal!,.
$2.60. 288-4589.
4/2J.
SUPER TYPIST I Fast, accurate, theses,
etc. 40c per page. 285·9058.
4/21
RIDE NEEDED I For 8-16-72 to New York
Clty-.hare upm..-%48-8682.
4/20
TYPEWRITER, SMITH CORONA STAN..
DARD, llatbematlcal keyboard, $411. 299·
6888.
4/20
PROFESSIONAL RESUME WITH 50
COPJE8-()ff-set pre~~~, Special student
nte of $14.50 {$11.60 for ormlnal only),
Call 285-8751 for aPPolntment-llr, Patteraon.
tfn

FA

UNM GRAD STUDENT do1111 good tuneups for $5. Includes timing, carb adjtj.Stment, installation and saug!ng of
points, condenser, and plugs. Other
work done cheap Includes installation of
shocks ($2 each), waterpumps, and
other mlllldane chores that l!ervice stations rlp ;vou off for, Grant, Box 417.5,
Station A, 87106.
tfn
TYPING WANTED - Reasonable rates,
pbone Marllee-298·6397.
4/2l
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, lDEN-:ri:
FICATlON photo. FMt,, .Inexpensive,
pleasing. Near UNM. Call 26o-2444 or
come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE.
4/28

4)

FORRENT

~-------------SUMMER SUBLET:
June, July, August.
Call evenings, 247·9493. Near UNM.
4/25
FEMALE ROOMMATE for eummer.
Swimming PtiOl. 2 miles from campua.
255-9806.
4/24
ATTRACTIVE female ro<!mmate wanted
-Immediatf;ly. Lultllry · aPt. Call either
Pat Miller or Tom Mc:Cluakey, 243-7660.
4/24.
$60 NEAR UNIVERSITY, m11le srraduatt>
atudent preferred. P. F. McCanna, Inc.,
114 2nd. St., sw., Call Jim, 243-5533.
4/21

5)

FORSALE

1960 FORD ¥.i ton PU runs good. V-8,
6,0QO mll1111 on it, $275, 877-7378. 4/25
NEW Schwinn and Gftane 10-apeed bi·
cycles: 22 LR pistol: Gurkha knife (from
India): SPear gun, Evenings. 256-'7678,
4/25
SUZUKI 100 cc. Good condition, $95. Inq.
907 Fairhaven SW.
tfn
BOY'S 8-apeed, blue, Schwinn bicycle, excellent condition, Jesa thllll 1 year old.
$65-60 with light and generator, 255-2201
between 3 and 5 p.m.
4/21
'69 AUSTIN HEALEY Sprite: 18,000
mUllS, ndlo, brand new top, battery,
carpets. Getting company car, muat 11ell.
Try ft, you'll like ft (28 M.P.G.) 26116230 after 5:80.
4/?.1
'63 VW sedan. Very good condition. Sunt'OOl. $360. 265-824.0.
.o4/2(
1.964 FORD Falcon, a:ood running eondl·
tion. $276-Call Harvey-265·6844. 4/24
MUST SELL, 1971 Honda '150, 2,200
mlles, ex. cond. $1400.00. Call 877·3737
after- 'I p.m.
4/24
JO.,<;PF.F.O 'ltl-:yc!~. 0~ e::n:ll::: :::!= ~d
aervlce with good ptfce on quaJlty m&•
chines from $72.80 up, Dick Hallett.
Room 67 Jled. SchooL 27'1·21146 or 268·
2784
4/24.
S P A L D IN G 'l'OURNAliENT GOLF
CLUBS. Complete. Good condition. Beet
offer, 277-3193.
4/21
1967 SAAB, Jlfcthelln Radials, c()(ld mech·
anlcal eondltlon, 242-1886.
4/21
800cc 'l'rlumpb Bonneville, balanced, eanu,
etc. Cerrlanl fork& &'lld more. 898-68'18•
.&/21
MOTORCYCLE, $!50c:c Suzuki. Call 2'17. 21i54,
4/21
1982 VW BUS, '890.00, g<iOd condition,
rebuilt 1800 enslne, new brak•, built
fn bed. 844-'1548.
C/21
llANDM.\Dl!: In Sweden, Gon Guitar.
1260. .242·0718 or :47-47U, .,k for
Priadila.
XAWASAitl, IIOOcc. g()(ld condition, 10,000
miles, $GOO. helmet& Included, 247·2884day. 282-5318 evenlnp.
.&/27

11
/2

OH:H OAilY-Mf. ~~~ • tllllllt CARD$ ACCli'TW

the
best

Belts
%off

23¢

Henry's Drive-In
I 16'Centra1 9 am to I 1

LOBO

Auatralla. Europe. S. America, Atrlca,
ete. All profe~~~loJIII and occupatlonl,
$700 to $8,000 montblJ'. ~-- paid,
overtlml!. afgbbleelrur. Free lntorm•Uori
Wrfta Jobl Overuu. Dept. XII, P.O.
Bo:c 150'11, San Dieco, CA 112115 4/%7

philosophies thereof.

Senate also voted to allocate $1193.00 to the Nation~
Chicano Health Organi,;ation. This allocation will be their
budget for 1972-73.
7l MISCELlANEOUS
A bill to establish a committee to act as an organized
RECORD Tape Store Ava1tabte, ldlni ldall,
lobby effort for the legalization of marijuana was withdrawn
5 000 00
1708
Central sE. ' • '
to ~~ because the bill allocated money and established the
committee; both actions cannot be taken in a single bill
according
to ASUNM law..
Discount
Senate
also passed a resolution urging UNM Faculty
on all
Committee and Board of Regents to consider the
• establishment of an EnV'ironmental Major for the associated
students.

DUKE CITY CLEA~ERS
2219 Lead SE
266-433!

fi~·ma'f.

(2 blocks South of Campti's
between Ilar.-ard and Yale)

f

:

Makers of--Hand Made
Indian Je~elry

:

:

OLDTOWN

:

...

HAl\fBURGER
intown

Factory Outlet

FOR SALE

I

OUS ERANDS

NOT AUDWED TO ADVERTISE NAMtS

SAVE u.p to •••
EVERYDAY

By DEBBIE BRITTEN
ASUNM Senate voted last night to support a legal suit
l969 TRIUMPH 660, Semi-chopped, looks
•.•beautiful. Chcap-::BE,:?628.
4/20 which will, in essence, do away with out-of-state tuition and
1968 DODGE Coronet 440, $1660. Gr~n
w/blk vinyl top, 4 dr., p,s,, .Auto. Tran$. 1 raise in-state tuition if the case is won~
Air, Stereo Taue, "318"-V-8. Excellent
House Bill 300, recently signed into law, stipulates an
c:ond. 277-2454 between 6·'1,
4/24
EUROPE-Sava a~d makeniO~-EU'. out-of-state student cannot achieve New Mexico residency
rope, Travel loopholes to Inst11,nbul,
More. $1.00. Olskl Enterprlsell, Box 492, for tuition purposes unless be lives· in the state for a y.ear and
Syracuse, New Yorlt, 18201,
4/21 takes no more than six credit hours at the University during
'68 VW Camper. New engine, brakes, that year. This bill is alleged unconstitutionaL UNM's Clinical
tires, FM. Excellent condition, 242·4046.
4/26 Law Program has prepared to file suit in Federal Court in the
HAND MADlil LEATHE'R PANTS. Cus· week of April17, 1972 to challenge the constitutionality
tom. $66 to $65, 282·6894.
5/6
ASUNM Senate voted to allocate $150 to pay for the
EASY BOY RECLINERS, $89.96, United
Fre~bt Sales, $927 San Mateo NE.
issuance
of subpeonas. This amount will pay for four and one
4/24
sixth
subpeonas,
Donald Burge, m.anaging editor of the Daily
1964 PONTIAC four door Bonneville. New
tlr1111. Good transportll.tlon. $400. 299- Lobo, pointed out.
4839,
4/19
"You can count on in-state tuition going up 50 per cent if
this (law) is voted unconstitutional," stressed AI Chavez. He
explained, in essence, there would be no out-of-state tuition.
Sen. Jerry Buckner commented students should be able to
~stablish residency if they live in New Mexico year round.
Sen. Anita Looney disagreed, ''I don't mind hurting
out-of-state people because New Mexico is a poor state."
Chavez reminded Senate they were voting to take the law to
court to question its constitutionality and not to decide the
principles behind the law. With this stipulation, the bill
received passage.
$1500 will be allocated to the Student Research
Allocations Committee, specifically designated for ASUNM
research. Presently, the committee consists of s~ graduate
students. Senate voted to create a sub-committee of this
committee to consist of two ASUNM members, two GSA
6) EMPLOYMENT
members, and a chairman from ASUNM.
ONE. Male, Algcbrll I, tutor •t least 21,
Before Senate decided to form the sub-committee with
Clill P~~ for Children. 266-1251.
4/26 ASUNM representation, controversy was raised because by
TEACHERS WANTED. West, Southwest,
funding the committee, ASUNM will be funding a GSA
and aome Eutern 11t&tee. T.ntcn'ested, contact SW Teachers Agency, 1304 Cen• chartered organization. uwe have not legislation to cover the
tral NE. 242·36415. Our 26th J'e&r
committee," complained Sen~ Dennis Ray.. Buckner and
J~laeln« teachere. Bonded and a mem·
ber of N.A.T.A.
5/5
Looney expressed their trust in the committee of graduate
"PERSONS OF VARIOUS OCCUPA·
"I trust the judgment of this committee," Buckner
students.
TION REGARDING N. AMERICA and
Oveee:.: Opp=t1!::!!!=, ~., to :2.cco.co
said. Looney agreed, "We should allow the committee
monthb'. For eomnlete Information, write
to JOB RESEARCH, Box 1258, Sta·A, autonomy."
Toronto, Ont. Enclole $~ to cover coet."
G/6
Senate considered allocating the money specifically to
(William) Anthony Seymour for a project with projected cost
of $4107. Senate decided against this to avoid setting a
precedent of granting large sums of money to individuals.
Seymour said his project is "to preserve on tape and in
writing a documentation of the multifarious ideas
represented in contemporary music (rock, soul, jazz) and
OVERSEAS .JOBS FOR STUDENTS5l
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTK§KNG

BOSTON (UPI)-New England
tourists will be heading south in
record numbers this year. the
Massachusetts division of the
American Automobile ASS<)ciation
(AAA) predicted Wednesda;!,r.
An official said the AAA has
received 13 per cent more travel
requests for information.
primarily about southern states.
The big attraetions, a~eording to
lour manager James C. Lettehan,
are l)isney World near Orlando,
Fla., and Washington, D.C., artd
Williamsburg, Va.

LINDA VISTA DRIVE..JN
5400 Second· St. N.W.
Adults $1.50 Children free
Gates open at 6:40

RATES: 7¢ per word1 $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum {that's 10 words 5 times)

Starts Thursday

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertiseil'lent
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personols
5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found
6. Employmont

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERi THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING-·--

ENCLOSED $·------

PLACED BY--....__,_......__

__,___ _ _.,.___
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